**SUPER WING OPTIONS**

**A-1H SKYRAIDER U.S. NAVY**

**Important Points for Assembly**

- When it comes time to use tools and paints, please carefully follow the instructions provided in the assembly manual.
- With regard to paint, after taking personal safety and the global environment into consideration, we recommend using environmentally friendly products.

Please carefully read the assembly manual prior to opening the kit.

**Attention!**

This kit is made of turned metal. Please be careful during assembly. These are extra parts to be installed during assembly of the 1/32 "A-1H Skyraider" kit. These parts are installed during assembly of the 1/32 "A-1H Skyraider" kit. Please check the assembly manual of the 1/32 "A-1H Skyraider" kit as well.

**Manufactured by:** MASTE-MODEL

**1/32 A-1H**

was unavoidable for some containing the parts and assembly manual present a suffocation in the century. Please check the references regarding the US Navy global environment into consideration, we recommend using environmentally friendly products.
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